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Abstract 
This article concerns some aspects of curves and surfaces modeling field with regards to 
spline - interpolation problems. Derivatives computation methods are discussed, such as 
Modified - Lagrange technique, and Spline-Matrix inversion methodologies for Degrees = 3 
and 5. Spline - curve fitting algorithm is proposed, based on the new analytical method 
for segment fitting with polynomials. New analytical technique for arc-length fast 
computation is described. Spline -Curves' converters between Hermit, Bezier, B-spline 
and Power-basis representations are discussed. Spline - Surfaces' construction and 
evaluation algorithms are presented, such as: evaluation technique for the single u-v patch, 
conversion between various Spline - representations and partial derivatives' computation 
algorithms. New Loft - Surfaces' construction and re-parametrization algorithm, free from 
false loops appearance is proposed, instead of conventional iso-curves lofting approach. 
New methodology is discussed to create a universal converter from any parametrical 
surface to the optimized Spline, which keeps tolerance specified and minimizes the 
amount of u-v patches. New Local Surface Deformation approach is presented. 

We will discuss some peculiarities of spline technique, starting from curves as a basis for 
surfaces. Most of things which will be represented here are implemented in C++ classes 
and can be easily adapted for relative Projects. 

Spline - curves interpolation technique 

Let's consider a very conventional Degree = 3 ( D3 ) Spline-segment # n tn Hermit -
representation: 

P(u)=Pn *Ho3(t) + Pn+1*H33(t) + jj,n* [Pn' *H13(t) + Pn+I1 *H23(t)] 

t = ( U - Un ) / fj,n ; fj,n = Un+l - Un; 

Here Hmn( t) are Hermit polynomials. To compute the curve at any parameter 'u' we 

need points P and derivatives P' at the segment's ends. 

Here and later we consider two kinds of interpolation problems, depending on available 
input information: 

1. We may already have curve ( meaning - we have an evaluator for points and 
derivatives ) but for any reason we need to convert this curve into the spline -
representation. This problem will be discussed later. 
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2. For many other kinds of tasks in surface modeling field we do NOT have a curve. 
We ONLY have through-points, we do NOT have derivatives at the inner points. 
For such kind of tasks we have to find: 

a) segments - parametrization ( if it is NOT given as an input); and 
b) derivatives at all the segments' ends; 

We will discuss the last problem now. 
=========-- ========--====== 

There are many ways to determine the derivatives. We consider two of them [ 1]. 

Modified-Lagrange technique: 

m=M 

P(u) = L Pm * Il{u- Un) I IT(um- Un); 
m=O n:;t:m 

Here the derivatives computation in each point is based on direct interpolation between 
some of the surrounding points. This technique is slightly different for symmetrical, 
non - symmetrical and periodical cases ( we make periodical curve, when Last-point 
coincides with Start-point). 

This method is very fast because, during the computation procedure for each point we 
can memorize many blocks to use them for the next point's computation. Big Degrees, 
such as 6, 8 and so on provide high precision for smooth curve interpolation, but the 
correspondent polynomials are very sensitive to the points' fluctuations. Small Degrees, 
such as 2 and 4 give less precision, but their polynomials are more stable. They do 
NOT cause oscillations, when a fluctuation of any point effects the whole curve. 

=================--===== 

The best solution of this problem can be provided by another technique. 

Spline-Matrix inversion methodologies 

This approach is much more powerful and reliable than Modified-Lagrange algorithm. 
First we consider the conventional case: Degree = 3 ( D3 ). 

To find the unknown 1-st derivatives in the inner points we put a specific condition for 
the 2-nd derivatives. The most popular are two kinds of such conditions: the 2-nd 
derivatives continuity: P"(un- 0) = P"(un + 0); OR minimization of curvature's integral: 

Un+l Curvature's minimization can sometimes be 

"J " 2 
L.. du * I P (u) I =min; 

preferable to reduce oscillating troubles. The bad 

Un news about this is - you are losing C2-continuity. 
The only case when these conditions are equivalent is the case of uniform parametrization. 
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Our goal is to provide any of the 2-nd derivatives' property, adjusting the 1-st 
derivatives. For both conditions the corresponding equation contains two derivatives from 
left-segment and two derivatives from right-segment. The central derivative is the same. 
It brings us to the equation for each inner derivative, being surrounded by two 
neighboring unknown derivatives: 

I I I 

an* Pn-1 + J3n * Pn + Yn * Pn+1 = J.ln * ( Pn - Pn-1) + Vn * ( Pn+1 - Pn ); 

Here all the coefficients ( a, p, y, Jl, v ) depend on left and right parameter - lengths. 
For the curve-ends derivatives' computation many kinds of end - conditions may be used. 
All of them tie the derivatives at 3 neighboring end - points. Such consideration brings us 
to the 3-diagonal matrix equation for the derivatives' vector: 

ao J3o Yo 0 0 0 Po 
a1 J31 Y1 0 0 0 P1 
0 a2 (32 Y2 0 0 * P 2 

0 0 a3 J33 y3 0 P 3 

I 

I 

I 

I 

f.lo*( P1-Po) + Vo*( P2- P1) 
J..l1*( P1-Po) + V1*( P2-P1) 
J..l2*( P2- pl) + V2*( p3-P2) 
J..l3*(P3-P2) + V3*(P4-P3) 

The solution of such system require to use the well-known Spline-Matrix inversion 
procedure. Here it is important to emphasize two things. 1-st: this procedure is stable. 
2-nd: the inversion algorithm' performance is proportional to the number of points, while 
the general matrix inversion algorithm is proportional to the cube of this number. 

Also we would like to mention that such procedure can be divided in two steps. The 1-st 
step prepares everything in arrays concerning inversion of coefficients (a., p, y, Jl, v ). 
The 2-nd step uses these arrays for direct computation of the derivatives from given 
points. This is a very time - saving approach because for many tasks in surface modeling 
field we have to use the same set of coefficients (a, P, y, Jl, v) but different set of 
'points' P ( for example, when we run though set of iso-curves with unified 
parametrization, or use cross - partials as 'points' to find twists). 

For the periodical case this matrix structure is slightly different. The non-zero elements appear
right-up and left-down, so the Spline-Matrix inversion algorithm has to be slightly modified. 

We also have to mention that for many problems of the non - linear physics field we 
cannot use such Special-Matrix inversion directly. The point is - we must provide 
numerical stability of this algorithm. For Spline-Matrix inversion the set of coefficients 
(a., p, y) is not arbitrary - they satisfy the special stable-condition, which provides 
numerical stability. However, for non - linear tasks these coefficients depend on unknown 
function values. It makes the inversion algorithm unstable. This problem was solved when 
a specific procedure was developed to make such 3 - diagonal matrix inversion absolutely 
stable even when the stable-condition for the coefficients ( a., p, y ) is not fulfilled. 
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Now we discuss more complicated environment [3]: Degree= 5 ( D5 ), based on Hermit
representation for each segment of the curve: 

+ /\ n2 * [ Pn" * H2s(t ) + P " * H (t ) ] u n+l 35 ; 

t1n = Un+l - Un ; 

Here to compute the curve at any parameter 'u' we need points P and two derivatives 

( P' and P" ) at the segment' ends. It is more tedious than D3 interpolation, but there 
are several important reasons to use D5 - Splines for curves and surfaces. 

The 1-st, major reason is Continuity problem: D5-Splines allow us to keep C2-continuity 
for Surfaces ( this means the curvatures and all the 2-nd derivatives will be continuous). 
Within D3-environment this important property can be provided for Curves, as we 
discussed before, but NOT for surfaces. All the CAD developers know that most of 
intersectors' algorithms and other applications use the 2-nd derivatives, which have to be 
continuous [2]. Any C2-discontinuity causes unpredictable trouble with intersectors' 
algorithms in seeds' search and tracer's procedures. Also, rendering and shading are very 
sensitive to any discontinuities. Sometimes it causes the false blink appearance, but of 
course, the intersectors' trouble are much more important. 

The 2-nd reason is Accuracy: choosing D5 instead of D3 we can provide thousands 
times more precision for the fitting process. It allows us to reduce many times the 
amount of segments which we need for curve fitting to keep the same tolerance. For 
suiface-interpolation it allows the reduction of many dozen times the amount of patches. 
It is very helpful to save memory - sometimes this is important. 

The 3-rd reason is Effectiveness: in most CAD - systems we have 1-st and 2-nd 
derivatives, and partials directly from all evaluators. Within D3 environment the 2-nd 
derivatives are not in use for interpolation, and it is very sad - we loose the useful 
information available. Moreover, if we use the 2-nd derivatives to create D5C2-Spline -
we have direct Hermit representation, so the Spline-Matrix inversion is NOT necessary 
any more. It allows to increase radically the interpolation performance. 

However, the situation becomes much more complicated if for any reason within D5-
environment we have ONLY points ( NO derivatives ). In such a case, to provide 
interpolation we have to convert two 3-diagonal matrix simultaneously for the 1-st and 
2-nd derivatives. 

=========--============---=========== 
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Spline-curves fitting algorithm 

Now we will discuss an important fitting problem for curves: how to trunumze the 
amount of non-uniform segments on the original curve to create D5C2-Spline, when the 
tolerance is specified between the original curve and spline. Intuitively, the more 
curvature of the region, the less segment - length still keeps the tolerance. However, 
computer has to provide an algorithm, not intuition. 

First we must create a testing procedure for the single segment, which checks - if the 
segment is good enough for fitting. Here when we say: 'good-segment' - it means, that 
maximum of deviation from spline-segment to the original-segment is less then tolerance. 
Let's suppose we have such testing function. 

We can start fitting algorithm from a 
very small segment on the original 
curve. We will expand or reduce the 
size of segment after investigation -
if it is a 'good-segment' or not? 
First we make a polynomial segment's 
representation based on points and 
derivatives at the segment-ends, 
because we have them from the curve's 
evaluator. Now we use the testing 
function, and check: does this spline 
representation fit the original-curve 
segment ? If yes - we say, this is a 
'good-segment' and try to expand it. 

start 
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1 Example of 
curve -fitting algorithm 

If no - we cut it twice. If we continue such process - we come to 'good-segment' and 
'bad-segment' having the same start-point, but different end-points. Our goal is to find a 
'new-good-segment', which lies between 'good' and 'bad' and has maximum possible 
length. We find it by simple iterative process. Now we have a furthest point from the 
start, which forms the 'good-segment'. We mark this point as a new start and continue 
such process until the curve ends. A very last segment in such algorithm may become 
occasionally small - for this case we simply adjust last two segments to improve the 
uniformity. 

This fitting algorithm works very good. It allows to make D5C2-spline from any curve 
with any big curvature and minimize the amount of segments, which we need to keep 
the tolerance specified. 

==============================--========= 

The central piece of such algorithm is a testing procedure for the single segment fitting. 
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Analytical method for segment fit testing 

The measured distances are less 
than tolerance, actual distance 

is more than tolerance. 

We will not miss the fluctuation 
because derivatives show the behavior 

Illustrations for segment fit testing. 
There is no fast and reliable numerical algorithm for arbitrary segment testing. The 
conventional way is to compute many distances from one curve to another. For this 
purpose we have to find perpendiculars to the original curve, but such way has the well
known disadvantages: 

1. It is not reliable, until we do not know a good initial approximation. 
2. It works extremely slow because of many probes are necessary. 
3. We have a big probability to miss a fluctuation on the original curve. 

Another way which we discuss now is free from these disadvantages and consists on 3 steps: 
1. We construct DS-polynomial segment ( total-spline ) using point and both derivatives 

at each end of segment. This information is available from original curve evaluator; 

2. We take just one (!) middle point ( and two derivatives ) from original curve and 
construct two ( left & right ) spline sub-segments; 

3. We compare analytically the total-spline with both sub-splines and determine the 
maximum deviation. 

This way is incomparably faster then conventional way and much more reliable because 
derivatives show us the tendency for any fluctuation. The analytical part of this algorithm 
finds the maximum of the difference between two DS-polynomials. Generally to determine 
an extreme of DS polynomial we have to solve a quartic equation. Fortunately, our case 
is very specific and simplifies to the quadratic equations, so the analytical solution means 
the direct formula. It is easy to show how it works: when we use the same derivatives 
at the left-end for the total-spline and left sub-spline - it means that the corresponding 
terms of their polynomial decomposition will coincide. This means that the difference 
between total-spline and left sub-spline will NOT contain the first 3 terms, only the 

exponents 3, 4 and 5 are presented in the formula: AP = a * t
3 + b * f + c * t ; 

The same situation repeats on the right-end. To find a corresponding maximum we 
differentiate such polynomials and come to the quadratic equations. This simple analytical 
procedure gives us the maximum of deviations between total-spline and sub-splines. 

Comparison of these maximums with tolerance specified brings us to the decision - can 
this segment be described as DS-polynomial or not? 

===--==================--===== 
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There is one more thing we will discuss now with regards to the fitting problem. The 
point is - for many cases we have to take a special care about the curves' 
parametrization. Otherwise we may lose most of the improvements. 

Arc-length fast computation problem 

There are many ways [3] for spline-curve parametrization, such as uniform and non
uniform, chord-length and arc-length. It is very important to notice that any kind of 
non-linear re-parametrization will change the actual curve ! However, many tasks in the 
curve and surface modeling field require to change parametrization. 

Concerning the fitting problem, our goal was to create the universal program for 
conversion from arbitrary curve to spline. Here we must consider the cases, where the 
parametrization of original input curve is not good enough ( for example, uniform case ), 
or if we need a specific parametrization for the output spline-curve. Within the iterative 
fitting algorithm, which we discussed before, one can think that a simplest way is the 
chord-length re-parametrization. However this way makes our algorithm unstable ! It is 
easy to show this phenomenon. Indeed, to keep the tolerance we need to maneuver by 
the through-points on the curve ( to optimize the segments-ends ). Each change of a 
through-point on the curve will change the surrounding chord-lengths, so the 
parametrization will be slightly modified. It causes small changes of actual curve. 
However these small changes are comparable with tolerance ! It causes the unpredictable 
diversion of the iterative process, even in the regions, where the curvature is not big, 
that was tested by many numerical experiments. 

The natural way to avoid such troubles is the arc-length parametrization usage, because 
arc-length fluctuations almost do not depend on the points manipulating. This way 
provides a very fast conversion for the interpolating iterative processes. 

There are many other reasons to try to avoid unnatural parametrization. For example, if 
we make a curve from a set of points, 
we usually provide natural parametrization 
like chord-length or arc-length. For such 
cases we are practically guaranteed from 
false loops appearance. However sometimes 
for whatever reason we can make unnaturally 
big parameter - length between neighboring Example of a false loop appearance 
points, instead of naturally small distance in case of uniform parametrization. 
between them. In this case the interpolating curve will follow unnaturally big parameter
length. The result is - a false loop appearance. Of course, it can be easily shown 
analytically, but geometrical interpretation is preferable here. Such things occur when a 
surface construction algorithm is not self-consistent for perpendicular - parameter directions. 
The best example is a conventional algorithm for loft-surface construction, which we will 
discuss later. 
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One more reason to have unified parametrization for all the curves is a necessity to 
make a special procedure of end-to-end smoothing for two contacting curves, when their 
parametrizations are different. 

The best way to remove all such problems is to provide the standard parametrization for 
all curves. The only such standard is arc-length parametrization - it is the natural 
standard ! Besides, many geometrical formulas and properties become much easier for use 
in this case ( everything concerning curvatures, offset' derivatives, etc. ). 

One can ask: what's the problem, every mass-property package has the arc-length routine, 
using Legander polynomials. Yes, we can use it, but not through the interpolation 
process, while we re-calculate the arc-lengths for each iteration. The reason is simple: 
mass-property routines require a huge amount of sub-segments to keep the tolerance we 
want. If we use such routine on every step of iterative process - we will 'die'. This 
means that we need a direct formula for arc-length computation. Such formula of course 
cannot cover the whole curve-length for arbitrary curve, but it has to provide high 
precision for long length segment. 

An input for the arc-length formula must be consistent with the interpolating task. When 
we interpolate any curve, we investigate and adjust the segments on this curve, using 
both derivatives at the segment-ends, which are available from evaluator. Same 
derivatives can be used at the input for the arc-length computation. It brings us to the 
pure mathematical task: we have points, 1-st and 2-nd derivatives at both ends of 
segment - we need to find the arc-length, which will simultaneously be a parameter-length 
for the self-consistent DS-polynomial representation. 

To solve this problem we consider the arc-length integral: 
1 

L = J dt * [ (dX/dti + (dY/dti + (dZ/dtP ]V., where X, Y, Z are given by 

0 
Hermit - representations: X= Xo* Hos(t) + Xo'* L * Hts(t) + . . . ( see above). 

Here we have non-linear task, because the arc-length L depends on itself We decompose 

the irrational expression and use the disturbance theory. The result of such tedious 
procedure is a compact direct formula: 

L llaP I = 1+ lal2 16 + lal4l2so- lal2*(b·p )*212I + lal2*(c·p)l2to- (a·d)l3o 

+ I [ b * p ] I * 3 I 14 + I [ c * p ] I I 1260 - ( [ b * p ] . [ c * p ] ) I 42 ; 

There are some small parameters, which form the solution: ( ps and pe- start & end points ) 

aP=Pe-Ps, p=aPIIaPI; a = Y2 * (  dPeldl- dP8Idl), b= Y2 * (  dP'l'dl + dPeldl ) - p, 
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Each of these parameters show the deviation from actual curve-segment to its polynomial 
representation. Here the derivatives by the arc-length can be easily represent in terms of 
derivatives by any parameters, so we can obtain them from curve-evaluator. 

Such representation allows us to keep arc-length tolerance ---- 10-6 + 10-8 for the 
segment with length ---- 1 and curvature ---- 1. It is incomparably more precise then 
conventional and modem algorithms [2]. Also it works much faster and reliable because it 
does not need iterative process - it is the direct formula. 

If for any reason we look for the derivatives and arc-length simultaneously - it causes an 
additional iterative process, which converges very fast in most cases, what was proven by 
many numerical experiments. 

========================= 

Now we will discuss how to apply all this design, which is based on Hermit splines, to 
the conventional CAD environment for curves. 

Spline-Curve Converters between Hermit. Bezier. B-spline and Power-basis representations. 

Hermit approach is definitely most convenient for interpolating and fitting. However, for 
historical reasons - the CAD software, accumulated for the last 25 - 30 years was based 
on NURBs. This is definitely NOT optimal for the performance, it provides tedious work 
for developers, but NURBs became a basis. For the modem developments within CAD 
industry, after Hermit - representation is reached, the last stage is a conversion to Bezier 
or B-spline basis. We will describe Bezier approach briefly for the simplest D3 case [ 1]. 

b 

b11 b2 /b\ 

t = ( U - Un ) / ( lln+ 1 - Un ); 

;\;
b\ 

bo 1 b11 b21 

I \I \I\ 
bo bt b2 b3 

Geometrical and pyramid structures of D3 - Bezier representation. 

Here instead of 2 end-points and 2 end-derivatives we use 4 Bezier-points as a basis. 
Now instead of using the direct polynomials - we have step-by-step linear combinations. 
We see geometrically how it works, and structurally there is a pyramid of coefficients. 
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However if we were to combine back all the terms for D3-polynomials and represent a 
result through the initial set of Bezier-points, we come to a Bezier - decomposition: 

Bm n( t) = t
m * ( 1 - t )

n- m * n! I [ m! * ( n- m ) ! ] 

Here Bmn( t) - Bemstain polynomials. This is a conventional Bezier - representation for 
CAD environment. When we need to convert spline - segment from Hermit to Bezier 

basis, we represent Hermit polynomials Hmn(t) through Bemstain polynomials Bmn(t) and 

substitute it to the spline P( u) = P n * Ho3( t) + b.n * P n' * H 13( t) + . . . , which we 

discussed before. Then we pick out Bmn( t) and combine coefficients at them, which will 

be the Bezier-points bm we are looking for: bm = L; ( CXmn * P n + r3mn * P n' ) . 

Unfortunately, this is not last step to join CAD - environment, because Bezier basis is 
only the preliminary basis for B-spline representation. This approach is very close to 
Bezier - it uses step-by-step linear combinations and a pyramid structure of coefficients, 
but instead of Bezier-points it uses .o ... 
another basis, called Control - Points. 
This representation allows to reduce 
the amount of data, if the derivatives 
are continuous. For example: in case 
of 2-nd derivatives continuity we can 
make only ONE new point instead of 
THREE for each segment. Many years 
ago, when memory was expensive, 
such an approach looked beneficial, 
but step-by-step it was converted to 
the whole science: many properties, 
peculiarities, complicated algorithms, 
knots insertion procedure, degree elevation 

.· 

*. �. 

·. 

Example of conversion 

·. 

from Bezier-Points to Control-Points 

6 

procedure and so on. Unfortunately, such an approach became a conventional basis for 
CAD industry [1, 4, 5]. If we are going to put any modem development as a plug in 
module to CAD system, we have to provide a converter from Hermit to B-spline 
representation. 

The fastest way for spline-evaluation is, definitely, a direct Power basis computation for 
curves and surfaces, using Gomer's scheme. For D3 and DS environment this Power 
basis is stable and has many advantages, compared with other representations. For 
example, many applications require very fast computation of the important properties, like 
perpendicular from given point to curve or surface, mass-properties, etc. When we do it 
numerically, using the iterative processes, we immediately get the stability and 
performance problems. The direct Power representation allows us to do it analytically 
and to forget about all these troubles. 
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Similar situation repeats for a boundary box computation, which is extremely important to 
solve intersection problems. The Control-Points 
from B-spline representation give the simplest 
restrictions for the curve or surface, according to 
B-spline's properties [1,2]. However a boundary 
box, based on these Control-Points is usually 
very large and for this reason it is not optimal 
for intersection algorithms. A very narrow 
boundary box can be computed analytically 
from Power basis. Examples of boundary boxes 

=============================== 

Now let's discuss the Spline - Surface modeling field. 

We have the same set of problems for Surfaces, which we had for curves: 
• Analysis of evaluation technique for the single u-v patch 
• Conversion from Hermit basis to Bezier, B-spline and Power basis 
• Search of all the partials from the information available ( usually from points ) 
• Correct re-parametrization for special cases 

We will consider some of aspects for each step. 

For a single u-v patch we have several parametrical representations: 

P(u, v) = � Cmn* tum * tvn 
= I 

= � bmn* Bm( tu) * Bn( tv); Vn+ I 

tu = ( U - Urn ) I ( Urn+ 1 - Urn ) ; Vn 

tv = ( V - Vn ) I ( Vn+ 1 - Vn ) ; 

"'V 

Um+l 1 
Example of u-v parametrical space 

u 

In the case of the Hermit representation, each of vector-coefficients hmn is proportional 

to the points or partial derivatives. For Bezier, B-spline and other representations the 
correspondent coefficients can be composed by these partials. Here every knot must have 

a set of known values: ( P Pu Pv Puv) - for 3x3 Degrees; 

( P Pu Pv Puv Puu Pvv Puuv Puvv Puuvv) - for 5x5 Degrees. 

One can ask - 'why are there so many approaches ?' The point ts, all these 
representations are necessary for different purposes: 
• Hermit representation allows to find the partials 
• Bezier and B-spline representations allow to switch to CAD environment [ 1]. 
• Power - basis allows to make the fastest evaluation, using Gomer scheme 
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The conversion between all surface - representations is a very tedious procedure. For 
example, simple 3 x 3 polynomials require 4 x 4 = 16 vector - coefficients for each patch. 
It means that for conversion to another basis we have to solve 16 linear equations. For 
quintic case ( 5 x 5 degrees ) we will have 36 equations. Fortunately there are many 
zeros. This helps a lot. All these conversions were computed for the most popular 

situations: cubic and quintic. Now we have direct representations for the coefficients bmn 

and Cmn through the Hermit coefficients hmn. All these matrixes were tested analytically 
and numerically. Their usage for direct surface evaluation allows to avoid the general 
matrix inversion, which is extremely time consuming process. 

Also this exercise gave much more than only analytical coefficients for conversion from 
one basis to another. It allows to prove analytically an extremely important result: 
D3-representation cannot provide C2-continuity for surfaces ( curvatures will be broken on 

the iso-lines: P uu will be discontinuous in u-direction while we pass through iso-lines u = 
const; and Pvv will be discontinuous in v-direction while we pass through iso-lines V= 
const ). This fact was the major reason for us to start D5 - environment elaboration, as 
we mentioned before. 

Next we can discuss the computational algorithm to find partial derivatives which are 
necessary to fulfill the Hermit representation. Usually we have only points, but NOT 
derivatives, and we have to find the unknown partials from these points for each of the 
u-v knots. For this purpose we can divide this procedure by several steps. First we run 

through each iso-curve v = const to find u-derivatives P u· Here we solve absolutely the 
same task, which we discussed before for curve environment: it is the 3 - diagonal matrix 
inversion. However, these iso-curves have unified parametrization, so for all of them this 
matrix will be the same, and we can make such matrix inversion only once. Then we 

run in another direction u = const to find v-derivatives Pv and twists Puv· Here again we 
use only one 3 - diagonal matrix for all iso-curves and make inversion once, so we do 

not waste extra time - we compute P u and P uv for all iso-curves, using the same inverse 
coefficients. It bring us to the very important statement. The discussed methodology 
provides the highest performance, and the derivatives' computation time for each point 
practically does not depend on the amount of points. Indeed, such algorithm requires 
minimum amount of computer operations - this amount is proportional to 'u' and 'v' 
dimensions. 

To compare with conventional tensor - product inversion algorithm we just remind that its 
performance is proportional to the cube of dimensions. Indeed, the tensor - product 
interpolation procedure uses a parametrical decomposition in u-v directions [1]: 

P(u, v) = � � dmn* Am( u) * Bn( v ) with known net-points P (Urn, Vn ), known basis

functions A(u), B(v) and unknown coefficients dmn. The inversion task requires to invert 
both matrixes: for 'u' and 'v' directions. Such inversion for general cases takes a huge 
amount of operations, being proportional to the cube of dimensions. 

===================== 
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Now we will discuss one of the basic methods to create the surface. 

Lofting procedures. 

This is one of the main kinds of the non-analytical CAD - surfaces, among blending, 
sweeping, offsetting & mesh surfaces. Loft surface is constructed from the set of input
curves. They can be represented as curves, having evaluators, or as arrays of points. 
The goal is to prepare a parametrical spline - surface, passing through input - curves with 
the tolerance specified and being as smooth as possible. 

A quality of the loft-surface depends on two aspects: 1) on the quality of the input -
curves and 2) on construction methodology. First we will discuss the conventional CAD 
approach to solve this problem and see - why it is bad. Then we will discuss the better 
approach. 

/so-curves lofting approach problems 

The conventional way to make 
a loft-surface considers the input 
curves as iso-curves in u-direction 
at the parametrical u - v space. 
It means that all the points at 
each input-curve have the same 
v-parameter. This will not cause 
problems, if input-curves are 
slightly non-parallel to each other. 
However, if they are very non -
parallel, it disturbs new curves 
in v-direction and increases their 
curvatures up to the unpredictable 
false loops appearance. Such a 
situation is a death for manufacturing, 
if they use such spline - representation. 
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Example of false loops appearance 
when wrong lofting method is used 
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To understand this phenomena we have to remember the re-parametrization problem for 
curves. Here we have exactly the same situation, which we discussed before: two points 
at the neighbouring input-curves are physically close to each other, but their v-parameters 
are quite different, so the parameter-length between them is unnaturally big. We can 
make this parameter small but it will immediately cause troubles at the other side of this 
example, where the natural v-parameter distance is big enough. This situation is a result 
of wrong iso-curve re-parametrization approach. 

One can try non-uniform parametrization with v-knots proportional to the average distance 
between the curves. It gives better results but still does not solve the problem. 
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The only way to avoid these troubles is to deny the bad conventional concept about 
input-curves to be iso-curves. That is why a conceptually new approach, the loft re
parametrization algorithm was developed. The idea is simple, but nothing is for free, so 
the new way was not easy. For example, while the 1-st version was developed, the 
algorithm was unstable in u-direction. Instead of the 1-st monster in v-direction ( false 
loops ) we got the 2-nd monster - oscillations in u-direction. The surfaces looked very 
funny. However, there was a suspicion, that between these two beasts has to exist a 
beauty - a surface, smooth enough in both directions. Such algorithm was found and we 
will discuss it now. 

We suppose that each point at each input-curve has its own v-parameter, so we deny the 
input-curves to be iso-curves. Only boundary curves: the 1-st & the last are iso-curves: 
the 1-st curve corresponds to v = 0, the last one - to v = 1. The stable loft-surface 
constructional algorithm consists of 7 steps: 

1. We make the optimized input-curves from original set of curves or points. 
2. We make the unified u-parametrization simultaneously for all input-curves. 
3. We take the points from all input-curves at each u-parameter and construct 

v-curves in v-direction, providing natural v-parametrization. 
4. We make the unified v-parametrization simultaneously for all v-curves. 
5. We pass through all iso-lines ( v = const ) to find u-derivatives. 
6. We pass through all iso-lines ( u = const) to find v-derivatives and twists. 
7. We convert all these derivatives from Hermit basis to Bezier or B-spline 

representation depending on the user's needs. 

That's it. The result is - a smooth loft-surface, constructed from the very non-parallel 
set of input-curves, which gave false loops within conventional CAD algorithm. Now the 
new loft-surface is smooth in v-direction, because v-parametrization is natural. 

Also we have to add that each step of this algorithm takes care about tolerance specified 
and the loft-surface passes through the original set of curves. The procedure also tests 
automatically for the surface being open or periodical in 'u' or 'v' directions, and if there 
are any kinds of singularity - to mark the surface properly. 

One more thing we have to mention here. The direct spline construction is not the only 
way for loft-surface creation. We can make procedural loft-surface, using a similar, but 
much easier algorithm. However, after that we need to convert this procedural surface to 
the optimized spline-surface. It is not easy, but this task is very important for many 
kinds of procedural surfaces and it deserves a specific consideration, which we will 
discuss now. 
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Universal converter from any parametrical surface to the optimized Spline 

We already discussed such procedure for curves. 
Now we will talk about its generalization for 1 
surfaces. Let's consider u-v parameter space 
and investigate the 1-st iso-line: v = 0. We can 
start from a very small segment, make polynomial 
representation and test, if it fits the iso-curve 
segment. If yes we expand the probing segment. 
If no - we cut it twice. Then we make iterations 
to find the biggest possible 'good-segment'. This 
is absolutely the same part of analytical - numerical 
fitting procedure, which we discussed before for the 
curves' environment. Here we mark such furthest 
'good u-point' and repeat the same procedure with 
many iso-curves in u-direction. Then we make a 
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specific curve, passing through all such 'good u-points' Good-u-curve in u-v space 
and find its minimum 'umin' . 

u 

We can state that all the iso-curves in u-direction will fit the polynomial representation at 
the segment ( 0 -> Umin ). Now Umin becomes our new start-point ( instead of 0 )  and we 
repeat this process until the end of u-parameters. Then we make the same procedure in 
v-direction. As a result we have a new u-v grid. 

Now we can find all the points and partial derivatives from the original surface at the 
new parameter - knots. It gives us the Hermit representation. After this we make a 
conversion from Hermit-basis to Bezier or B-spline basis. A new surface is ready: it is a 
spline-surface; it fits the original surface; and it has the minimum amount of u-v patches. 

Now we will discuss the most exiting problem. 

Local Surface Deformations 

In recent years, deformation procedures for curves and surfaces have become more 
popular for CAD and 3D games developers. Old methods, accumulated for many years in 
B-spline technique, allowed to modify surfaces using the Control-Points manipulation, 
which effect surface directly, but non-controllable. To adjust a large part of the surface, 
the user had to change many Control - Points simultaneously and very consistently to 
avoid unexpected surface changes. The user had to improvise to do this, which requires 
a highly qualified user, a lot of time and money. More and more, users have been 
asking for the automation of this process, looking for a more natural way to handle 
surface deformations. 
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The simplest way to solve this problem is to use a good surface-interpolator, moving 
through-points, which lie on the surface, as opposed to moving Control-Points. However 
it covers only part of the problem, because the surface-interpolator changes the whole 
surface while for many cases we need to adjust only some region. 

Next step is to isolate a set of points or curves on the surface and to adjust the whole 
surface except this set. User can make deformations by blowing up the surface, as a 
balloon, or using other methods. However, following this way, we break the smoothness 
of the surface, so this method could be useful only for the very specific cases. 

In the conventional situation user does NOT need to touch the 'good' part of the 
surface, but has to adjust the 'bad' part, keeping smooth contact between the two. This 
problem arises usually after the user had constructed any kind of surface ( blending, 
lofting, sweeping, offsetting, etc. ) and was satisfied with some 'good' part of the 
surface, but another 'bad' part did not meet the requirements or expectations. 

We consider a two-stage tool to cover such problems. The first tool will help user to 
restrict the 'bad' part of the object; the second tool will help to adjust this 'bad' part. 

For local curve deformation, these tools 
seem very natural. The user only clicks 
two points on the curve with a mouse 
( 1-st stage ); then moves the mouse 
( 2-nd stage ), changing curvatures or 
simulating pressure to deform the curve Local curve deformation. 
segment between these end-points. 
Here we keep the derivatives at the ends to provide C2-continuity, and do NOT allow 
changes to move outside end-points. Here we can see the advantage compared with the 
B-spline approach, because any move of a Control-Point will cause non-controllable 
changes of the curve ( sometimes - waves ). These changes propagate for the distance 
of ( Degree + I ) knots and we cannot stop them. 

We also can use the new approach for drawing curve by hand. If our hand - writing 1s 
not smooth enough, we can use this tool to smooth any part of curve automatically. 

Generalizing about this natural way for modifying surfaces, the following procedure would 
be used: 

I. For the 1-st stage, the user would click some points or draw a curve around the 
'bad' part of the surface. This 1-st tool would automatically prepare the corresponding 

transitional spline-curve with its normal and curvatures, which will be in use at the 
2-nd stage as boundary conditions between 'good' and 'bad' parts. 
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2. At the 2-nd stage, the user would move the mouse around the 'bad' part of the 
surface, deforming it. However for each move, the 'good' part and deformed part 
will automatically have smooth contact with each other, based on everything being 
prepared preliminary at the 1-st stage. 

Such tools can be either a plug-in module or stand alone program, even a computer 
game for children, because its interface does not require B-spline's knowledge. It can be 
very useful for many applications, such as deformations of human faces, bodies, cartoon 
development, animation, design of clothing and shoes, etc. In a CAD environment this 
software can be used as a powerful design tool. A designer can separate a surface from 
solid body file, for example, an automobile construction. Then he can make smooth 

changes and reinsert this surface back into the original file with the same boundaries, 
tangents and curvatures. 

This product covers the local deformation problem naturally, quickly and accurately. 
Such things become possible employing the new approaches, presented in this paper. 
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